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Malaysia and many other developing countries progressively adopting massively open online 
course (MOOC) in their national higher education approach. We have observed an increasing 
need for facilitating MOOC monitoring that is associated with the rising adoption of MOOCs. 
Our observation suggests that recent adoption cases led analyst and instructors to focus on 
monitoring enrolment and learning activities. Visual analytics in MOOC support education 
analysts in analyzing MOOC data via interactive visualization. Existing literature on MOOC 
visualization focuses on enabling visual analysis on MOOC data from forum and course 
material. We found limited studies that investigate and characterize domain problems or 
design requirements of visual analytics for MOOC. This paper aims to present the empirical 
problem characterization and abstraction for visual analytics in MOOC learner’s support 
monitoring. Detailed characterization and abstraction of the domain problem help visualization 
designer to derive design requirements in generating appropriate visualization solution. We 
examined the literature and conducted a case study to elicit a problem abstraction based on 
data, users, and tasks. We interviewed five Malaysian MOOC experts from three higher 
education institutes using semi-structured questions. Our case study reveals the priority of 
enabling MOOC analysis on learner’s progression and course completion. There is an 
association between design and analysis priority with the pedagogical type of implemented 
MOOC and users. The characterized domain problems and requirements offer a design 
foundation for visual analytics in MOOC monitoring analysis. 
